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Abstrat. We present the results of three-dimensional
hydrodynamial simulations of the subsoni thermonu-
lear burning phase in type Ia supernovae. The burning
front model ontains no adjustable parameters so that
variations of the explosion outome an be linked diretly
to hanges in the initial onditions. In partiular, we in-
vestigate the inuene of the initial ame geometry on the
explosion energy and nd that it appears to be weaker
than in 2D. Most importantly, our models predit global
properties suh as the produed nikel masses and ejeta
veloities within their observed ranges without any ne
tuning.
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1. Introdution
In a series of papers (Reineke et al. 1999b,a, 2002) we
desribed a new numerial tool to simulate thermonulear
explosions of white dwarfs in two and three spatial di-
mensions. Our aim was to onstrut models of type Ia
supernova (SN Ia) explosions that are as free from non-
physial parameters as urrently feasible. Thermonulear
burning, in partiular, is represented by a subsoni turbu-
lent ame whose loal veloity is derived from a subgrid-
sale model for unresolved turbulent utuations. Solved
in ombination with the ompressible Euler equations, this
model ontains no free parameters that ould be adjusted
in order to t SN Ia observations. Consequently, the ini-
tial white dwarf model (omposition, entral density, and
veloity struture), as well as assumptions about the lo-
ation, size and shape of the ame surfae as it rst forms
fully determine the simulation results. Here, we onen-
trate on variations of the latter.
In Reineke et al. (1999b), we onrmed the earlier
result of Niemeyer et al. (1996) that, at least in 2D, the
explosion energy and amount of
56
Ni produed in the ex-
plosion (whih determines the brightness of an SN Ia) are
sensitive to the ignition onditions. To be more preise,
a more ompliated topology of the initial nulear ame
seems to lead to higher Ni-prodution and, onsequently,
more powerful explosions. One might even speulate that
the randomness of the ignition proess ould be the rea-
son for the observed spread in properties of normal SNe
Ia (Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000).
This artile ontinues the presentation of numerial
simulations of SNe Ia by testing the eet of dierent ini-
tial onditions on the simulation outome in three dimen-
sions. In this ontext, the simultaneous runaway at several
dierent spots in the entral region of the progenitor star
is of partiular interest. A plausible ignition senario was
suggested by Garia-Senz & Woosley (1995).
All simulations were performed using the algorithms
presented by Reineke et al. (2002, 1999b). The initial
model for the white dwarf, assumed to be at the Chan-
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drasekhar mass, as well as the grid geometry and symme-
try assumptions, are idential to the setup desribed in
Sets. 3 and 4 of Reineke et al. (2002).
Set. 2 of this paper presents the initial front geom-
etry and its temporal evolution for two multi-point igni-
tion alulations. Various aspets of all three-dimensional
alulations are then ompared in Set. 3. As far as pos-
sible, this omparison is then extended to other existing
results of SN Ia simulations. In the ase of parameterized
one-dimensional alulations suh omparisons are di-
ult, sine most of the published data have no analogy in
three dimensions. As an alternative, we suggest to trak
and ompare the amount of burned material as funtion
of the density at whih the burning took plae.
Generally speaking, we onrm the earlier 2D results:
models with more, or better resolved, ignition spots tend
to produe more radioative Ni also in 3D, although the
eet is somewhat smaller. But together with the gain of
Ni by going from 2D to 3D our models predit amounts
that are in good agreement with those inferred from the
observations (Contardo et al. 2000). This will also be dis-
ussed in Set. 3, and our onlusions follow in Set. 5.
2. Multi-point ignition senarios
Two dierent alulations were performed to investigate
the o-enter ignition model in three dimensions. The sim-
ulation b5_3d_256 was arried out on a grid of 256
3
ells
with a entral resolution of 10
6
m and ontained ve bub-
bles with a radius of 3 · 106 m, whih were distributed
randomly in the simulated otant within 1.6 · 107 m of
the star's enter. As an additional onstraint, the bubbles
were required not to overlap signiantly with the other
bubbles or their mirror images in the other otants. This
maximizes the initial ame surfae. The exat algorithm
for the positioning of the bubbles was the following: First,
the enters of the bubbles were hosen randomly within
the radius of 1.6 ·107 m. A realization was aepted when
the distane between any two bubble enters (inluding
the mirror images aross the oordinate planes) was larger
than 1.3 bubble radii. A partiular realization of these ini-
tial onditions and its temporal evolution is shown in Fig.
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t=0.0s t=0.15s
t=0.3s
t=0.72st=0.6s
t=0.45s
Fig. 1. Snapshots of the ame front for senario b5_3d.
The fast merging between the leading and trailing bubbles
and the rising of the entire burning region is learly visible.
One ring on the oordinate axes orresponds to 107m.
Part. No. 1 2 3 4 5
x-Pos. 128 35 42 85 63
y-Pos. 76 60 129 27 85
z-Pos. 27 30 30 41 83
Table 1. Approximate position of the bubble enters in
the model b5_3d_256. All lengths are given in kilometers.
1. The loations of the bubble enters are listed in Table
1.
In a way very similar to the evolution of earlier two-
dimensional simulations (f. Fig. 6 of Reineke et al.
1999a) the ame kernels loser to the enter are elon-
gated very rapidly and onnet to the outermost bubbles
within 0.15 s. The whole burning region disonnets from
the oordinate planes and starts to oat slowly towards
the stellar surfae.
In an attempt to redue the initially burned mass
as muh as possible without sariing too muh ame
t=0.0s
t=0.45s
t=0.15s
t=0.3s
t=0.74st=0.6s
Fig. 2. Snapshots of the ame front for the highly resolved
senario b9_3d. One ring on the oordinate axes orre-
sponds to 107m.
surfae, the very highly resolved model b9_3d_512 was
onstruted. It ontains nine randomly distributed, non-
overlapping bubbles with a radius of 2·10
6
m within
1.6 · 107 m of the white dwarf's enter. To properly rep-
resent these very small bubbles, the ell size was redued
to ∆ = 5 · 105 m, so that a total grid size of 5123 ells
was required.
Starting out with very small ame kernels is desir-
able, beause the initial hydrostati equilibrium is bet-
ter preserved if only a little mass is burned instanta-
neously. Furthermore the oating bubbles are expeted
to be even smaller in reality than in the presented model
(r / 5 · 105 m, see Garia-Senz & Woosley 1995).
The enter loations of our partiular realization are
given in Table 2. Snapshots of the front evolution (Fig.
2) exhibit features very similar to those observed in the
lower-resolution 3D models. Only in the last plot the for-
mation of additional small-sale strutures beomes evi-
dent.
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Model b5_3d_256: composition evolution
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Model b9_3d_512: composition evolution
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the hemial omposition in the models b5_3d_256 and b9_3d_512.
Part. No. 1 2 3 4 5
x-Pos. 70.2 106.4 22.8 77.8 137.2
y-Pos. 48.6 24.6 121.2 106.7 68.2
z-Pos. 128.0 105.2 77.4 88.3 20.4
Part. No. 6 7 8 9
x-Pos. 47.7 41.4 27.5 42.2
y-Pos. 45.5 133.1 24.1 85.0
z-Pos. 91.2 34.0 39.3 21.7
Table 2. Position of the bubble enters in the model
b9_3d_512. All lengths are given in kilometers.
The diret omparison of the nulear evolution with
model b5_3d_256 in Fig. 3 nevertheless reveals dier-
enes in the early explosion stages: the high-resolution
simulation produes slightly more nikel and onsiderably
more α-partiles during the rst half seond. This phe-
nomenon is most likely explained by the disrepany in
the ratio between the initial ame surfae and the vol-
ume of burned material in the two models. The higher
burned mass in the ve-bubble model initiates an early
bulk expansion of the star and therefore auses a rapid
drop of the entral density. Sine its ame surfae is quite
small ompared to the burned volume, only relatively little
mass an be burned at high densities. In the nine-bubble
model, on the other hand, the star expands more slowly at
rst beause less material is burned instantaneously, and
the mass fration of α-partiles in the reation produts
is onsequently rather high. Sine the energy buered in
those α-partiles is not immediately used to drive the ex-
pansion, the ame an onsume more material at higher
densities and has more time to inrease its surfae as a
result of hydrodynamial instabilities.
3. Comparison of all 3D simulations
3.1. Energy release
In addition to the two simulations presented above, the
following omparison also inludes the model 3_3d_256,
Energy comparison, 3D simulations
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Fig. 4. Energy evolution of the three-dimensional explo-
sion models of Fig. 1 (dashed) and Fig. 2 (dashed-dotted).
For omparison we also show the entrally ignited (three
ngers) model of Reineke et al. (2002) (solid line). While
the entrally ignited and the ve-bubble models are re-
markably similar, the high-resolution nine-bubble simula-
tion reahes higher energies despite relatively slow initial
burning.
whih was desribed in Reineke et al. (2002). It must
be emphasized that the omparison between the normal
and high-resolution alulations an be qualitative at best,
beause the initial onditions as well as the resolution of
model b9_3d_256 are dierent from the other two, and it
was not possible to perform a 3D resolution study like the
two-dimensional one disussed in Reineke et al. (2002) in
order to investigate the inuene of the ell size on the
simulation outome. However, if one assumes that numer-
ial onvergene is reahed as long as the ame stays in
the uniform grid region and the ell size is at most 10
6
m
(whih seems very plausible aording to the 2D study), at
least the evolution during the initial ≈0.8 seonds should
be pratially independent of the employed resolution. For
example, if the model b5_3d would be re-alulated
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reased resolution, the authors would expet idential be-
haviour to the original simulation up to 0.8 seonds after
ignition, and probably slightly inreased energy generation
afterwards.
During the rst 0.5 seonds, the three models are
nearly indistinguishable as far as the total energy is on-
erned (see Fig. 4), whih at rst glane appears somewhat
surprising, given the quite dierent initial onditions. A
loser look at the energy generation rate atually reveals
notieable dierenes in the intensity of thermonulear
burning for the three simulations, but sine the total ame
surfae is initially very small, these dierenes have no vis-
ible impat on the integrated urve in the early stages.
However, after about 0.5 seonds, when fast energy
generation sets in, the nine-bubble model burns more vig-
orously due to its larger surfae and therefore reahes a
higher nal energy level. Fig. 4 also shows that the en-
trally ignited model 3_3d_256 of Reineke et al. (2002) is
almost idential to the o-enter model b5_3d_256 with
regard to the explosion energetis.
Obviously, the satter in the nal energies due to dier-
ent initial onditions appears to be substantially smaller
than for simulations in two dimensions (see Reineke et al.
1999b). This is, in part, good news, sine it demonstrates
the robustness of the explosion mehanism. On the other
hand, it may lower the hanes to explain all normal
type Ia supernovae by random variations of ignition on-
ditions alone. Whether this result is a onsequene of the
partiular hoie of initial onditions or the self-regulation
mehanism desribed in Reineke et al. (2002) works more
eiently in 3D needs to be studied further.
3.2. Distribution of the ejeta in real and veloity spae
It is dedued from observations that the angular distri-
bution of the ejeta is fairly homogeneous in SN Ia. This
applies to the material veloities as well as the hemial
omposition. Conerning the ejeta speeds, the performed
simulations are in good agreement with observations, sine
the subsoni nature of the ombustion proess allows for
fast equilibration of pressure utuations and therefore
generates a pratially spherial expansion. However, the
nal distribution of the reation produts onsists of a few
large lumps of proessed material separated by areas of
unburned arbon and oxygen. Similar results were also ob-
tained by Niemeyer & Hillebrandt (1995). This apparent
inonsisteny with observations is possibly explained by
the still limited numerial resolution, whih allows only
a few initial features like bumps in the front or burn-
ing bubbles to be presribed. These in turn will dominate
the large-sale front geometry at late times. In reality the
number of bubbles is likely to be muh larger, so that the
initial onditions ould be isotropi in a statistial sense,
whih would result in a muh more uniform ejeta ompo-
sition. The disussed onstraints for the initial onditions
in the models b5_3d and b9_3d also aused the oordi-
nate planes to be pratially free of burned material. As
a onsequene, the most likely marosopi ow pattern
that will develop onsists of an updraft near the enter(?) ?
of the otant and downow at the edges of the omputa-
tional domain.
The time evolution of line intensities in SN Ia spetra
and also the line widths due to the Doppler broadening
an be used to determine the radial position of dierent
elements in the supernova and their veloity. A rough es-
timate for the veloity distribution of the ejeta for the
models 3_3d_256 and b5_3d_256 is shown in Fig. 5. It
must be stressed that these graphs do not represent the -
nal ejeta speeds, sine 1.5 seonds after ignition  at the
end of the simulation  the gravitational binding energy
is still rather high, and leaving the potential well will ause
some slowdown, espeially in the inner regions. Neverthe-
less the maximum speed and the relative distribution of
the elements in veloity spae allow for some onlusions
onerning the preditive power of our simulations.
The ejeted material reahes speeds of up to
12 000 km/s for both initial onditions whih is well within
the observed range of 10 000 to 15 000 km/s of typial
SNe Ia. However, the omposition of the ejeta in velo-
ity spae is quite dierent from results obtained in one-
dimensional simulations, insofar as both fuel and ashes
are present at almost all veloities. Suh a situation is, by
denition, impossible in entrally ignited one-dimensional
model, beause everything inside the radius of the ame
must have been burned and the material further out an-
not have been proessed. Multidimensional alulations,
in ontrast, allow simultaneous burning at many dier-
ent radii, and fuel and ashes an be stirred by large-sale
turnover motions.
Whether the veloity proles of the urrent simula-
tions are ompatible with observations has not been thor-
oughly investigated so far. The large amount of arbon and
oxygen at low veloities whih is typial for the oating-
bubble alulations (e.g. in the right hand plot of Fig. 5)
has not been deteted yet in supernova spetra and, there-
fore, might not be present in real SN Ia. Whether this fea-
ture is typial for oenter ignition senarios or aused by
our presriptions for the initial ame geometry (see also
Set. 3.2) must be investigated in further alulations. On
the other hand, it is urrently onjetured that a ertain
amount of unburned material ould remain undeteted by
urrent spetrosopy near the enter of the remnant (P.
Mazzali, personal ommuniation), so that the o-enter
ignition senario annot be rmly ruled out.
3.3. The nal hemial omposition
Our simulations only employed a minimal nulear reation
network whih was suient for a good approximation
of the thermonulear energy release. For that reason, the
produed abundanes annot be taken literally, but must
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Fig. 5. Distribution of hemial speies in radial veloity spae for models 3_3d_256 and b5_3d_256 after 1.5
seonds. While the elements are more or less uniformly distributed in the entrally ignited model, the oating-bubble
model still ontains large amounts of unproessed material near the enter.
be interpreted arefully when trying to derive light urve
shapes or spetra from our results.
In our simulations, the abundane of
56
Ni atually rep-
resents the sum of all Fe-group elements synthesized dur-
ing the explosion. Due to the very similar nulear binding
energies of all those nulei, this simpliation is justied as
far as the explosion energy is onerned. To alulate the
light urve, however,
56
Ni and the rest of the Fe-group
elements play signiantly dierent roles. While the ra-
dioative deay of
56
Ni supplies the energy for the light
emitted by the supernova ejeta and thereby determine
the bolometri luminosity, the presene of the other nulei
enhanes the opaity of the ejeta and auses a broadening
of the light urve.
It is expeted that real
56
Ni aounts for ≈ 70 −
80% of the Fe-group elements (Thielemann et al. 1986),
whih means that the orreted
56
Ni mass is still in rather
good agreement with the amounts postulated by Contardo
et al. (2000). However, sine the relative mass fration of
56
Ni and the total Fe-group elements may also vary in
spae, reliable answers an only be given one detailed
post-proessing using a large reation network has been
performed on the existing data. This work is urrently in
progress.
4. Comparison to previous simulations
It has been shown above that, as far as omparisons are
presently possible, our numerial models produe results
whih agree fairly well with real SN Ia explosions. Unfor-
tunately, the only parameters we an diretly and quan-
titatively ompare to the observations at present are the
energy release and  to some extent  the nikel masses; all
other data derived from the simulations (like the satter
in the nal energies and the amount of intermediate-mass
elements) are of qualitative nature only. Although they
agree roughly with expetations, they may not provide a
riterion for the validity of the model. In order to allow
for a more detailed omparison with the observations the
ode has to be extended. Apart from post-proessing the
ejeta to produe detailed nulear abundanes, it might
also be neessary to model the omplex physial proesses
taking plae in the later SN stages, up to several weeks
after explosion.
As an intermediate step, it might therefore be use-
ful to perform a detailed omparison of our results with
one of the suessful phenomenologial SN Ia models
like Nomoto's W7 (Nomoto et al. 1984). These one-
dimensional models ontain omplex nulear reation net-
works and have been used to generate syntheti spetra
and light urves. A good andidate for suh a omparative
study would be the amount of burned mass as a funtion of
the density at whih the burning took plae. If suh graphs
were similar for our simulations and the phenomenologi-
al models, this would argue for the total hemial om-
position of both models also being fairly equal, whih in
turn would be a strong hint that light urves and spetra
of both simulations might not be too dierent. In other
words, one would hek whether harateristi properties
of the multidimensional numerial experiments agree with
the results of the phenomenologial models. If so, the pre-
ditions made by the phenomenologial simulations ould
be believed to be valid also for our alulations.
Care must be taken that only quantities are hosen
for omparison whih have a physial meaning in both
models. For example, the time dependene of the burn-
ing speed, whih is often used to haraterize phenomeno-
logial models and is doumented in many publiations,
annot be used for this purpose, sine there exists no sin-
gle burning speed in multidimensional simulations at any
given time. In this onrete situation, the time-dependent
energy generation rate would be the proper hoie for a
omparison, sine it is well dened in both one- and multi-
dimensional senarios. It would therefore be onvenient if
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the analysis of phenomenologial models ontained global
quantities like energy generation rates or density depen-
dene of burned mass, whih an be easily ompared to
multidimensional simulations.
Khokhlov (2000) desribes an alternative approah to
model SN Ia explosions and presents results of three-
dimensional alulations. The numerial models employed
in his ode dier quite strongly in various aspets from the
shemes in our ode. In partiular, the simulation is ar-
ried out on an adaptively rened grid, the ame is modeled
by a reation-diusion method, and its propagation velo-
ity is determined by the asymptoti rise speed of Rayleigh-
Taylor bubbles instead of the turbulent veloity utua-
tions.
The initial setup desribed in his paper is entrally
ignited, and no perturbation is applied to the spherial
ame surfae. As soon as nonlinear instabilities have de-
veloped, however, the explosion progresses in a way whih
looks very similar to the 3D simulations disussed in Set.
2. This similarity applies to the energy prodution rate as
well as the geometrial features developed by the ame.
It is an enouraging fat that two independent and
quite dierent attempts to simulate a SN Ia without in-
troduing artiial burning veloities and hemial mixing
yield fairly omparable results. This shows that the ex-
plosion mehanism analysed here in detail, namely a pure
deagration front in a C+O Chandrasekhar-mass white
dwarf, is indeed robust.
5. Disussion and outlook
In this paper we have presented the results of three-
dimensional numerial simulations of thermonulear dea-
gration fronts in Chandrasekhar mass white dwarfs om-
posed of equal amounts of arbon and oxygen. We ould
show that independent of the details of the ignition pro-
ess (whih is still far from being well understood) the
white dwarf is always disrupted by the release of nulear
energy. As far as we ould hek at present, the properties
of our models are in good agreement with observations of
typial type Ia supernovae. In partiular the explosion en-
ergy and the average hemial omposition of the ejeta
seem to t the observations (see also Table 1). This suess
of the models was obtained without introduing any non-
physial parameters, but just on the basis of a physial and
numerial model of subsoni turbulent burning fronts. We
also stress that our models give lear evidene that the
often postulated deagration-detonation transition is not
needed to produe suiently powerful explosions.
There are ertainly several desirable additions and im-
provements. The most ruial question still seems to be
the ignition proess, although in 3D the dependene of the
nal outome is weaker than in our previous 2D models.
In priniple one ould try to simulate the ignition phase
with the numerial models we have developed, but be-
ause of the muh longer time sales this requires huge
model name m
Mg
[M⊙℄ mNi [M⊙℄ Enu [10
50
erg℄
3_3d_256 0.177 0.526 9.76
b5_3d_256 0.180 0.506 9.47
b9_3d_512 0.190 0.616 11.26
Table 3. Overview over element prodution and energy
release of all disussed supernova simulations
amounts of omputer time. First attempts in this dire-
tion are presently under way (f. Höih & Stein 2002).
An improvement of the ombustion model already
mentioned in Reineke et al. (1999b), i.e. the full reon-
strution of all thermodynami quantities from their mean
values in every grid ell ut by the burning front, has now
been ompleted and was applied to the Landau-Darrieus
instability (Röpke 2002). This new model should be im-
plemented into the full ode whih, in priniple, seems to
be possible but diult. In any ase, this would inrease
the preditive power and reliability of the models.
In a similar diretion, it might be worthwhile to test
other subgrid models in ombination with our level set
method. We do not expet major hanges beause if an-
other subgrid-model would give us higher (or lower) burn-
ing speed on the grid sale this would lead to more (or
less) damping of small-sale strutures leaving the prod-
ut of the two (and therefore the fuel onsumption rate)
approximately unhanged. However, again, suh studies
are presently in progress.
To onlude, we think that we have made another step
towards the understanding of type Ia supernovae.
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